: eight left-associate proper quaternions + t, ±ij; ( §: the set obtained from a given proper quaternion t by an even number of sign-changes or interchanges of the coordinates U;
Wl: m pure quaternions of norm zero, and proportional, (mod m); that is 0, v, 2v, ■ ■ ■ , (m -l)v (mod m), where v is pure and proper (mod m), m\ Nv.
2. If / is a right divisor of *, that is, x = ut in integral quaternions, then the left-associates + t, + ij are right divisors of x with the same norm. This theorem, fundamental in the arithmetic of quaternions, was proved by Lipschitz* in the case of a prime m by a modification of Euler's method of proof that every prime is a sum of four squares. Hermitet had an elegant device for proving the four square theorem, based on the fact that there is only one class of positive quaternary quadratic forms of determinant 1. The following proof of Theorem 1 is an adaptation of Hermite's method. An extension of this proof to generalized quaternions has already been published.% For if v = ut, xv = (xu)t. Conversely if xv = ut, choose k so that kNx = l (mod m); then v = (kxu)t (mod m), and we apply Lemma 1.
Lemma 3. If Theorem 1 holds for every product m of r-\ primes or less (r > 1), it holds for products m of r primes.
See the top ten lines on page 702 of the reference just cited.
Lemma 4. If v is proper (mod p), we can choose a pure quaternion x of norm prime to p, such that xv is pure (mod p).
We assume as we may that p\vu and must choose x to satisfy 2 2 2
(2) XiVi + x2v2 + X3V3 = 0, xi + x2 + xz 0 (mod p).
Solving (2i) in the form x1 = eX2+fx-i, we reduce (22) to (1 + e )x2 + 2efx2x3 + (1 + / )x3 ^ 0 (mod p).
* Loc. cit, pp. 416-420.
Since these three coefficients are not all zero (mod p), Lemma 4 follows. By these lemmas the proof of Theorem 1 reduces to the case where m is a prime p, and v is a pure quaternion such that 2 2 (3) o = «i -i2v2 -i3v3, 1 + bs + z>3 = pq, q an integer.
How many quaternions / satisfy v = ut, Nt -p, or what is equivalent:
(4) v't = 0, yV* = p?
Condition (4i) expands into four linear congruences in the tt. In view of 1 + J,2+I,3 = 0 these reduce to the two congruences
We therefore substitute in the condition zZ,t2 = P tne expressions
where the Xi are integers, and, on dividing through by p, obtain
This form is positive, being derived from XX2> and is of determinant (p2)2/p4 = l, hence equivalent to Hence (7) has eight solutions (Xo, • • • , X3). If / is any of the corresponding values (6), its left-associates exhaust the eight possibilities. Theorem 1 follows.
Corollary
1. Theorem 1 holds with m even [change of notation momentary], provided v is actually proper and Nv/mis odd.
For, if v = ut and u is determined up to a right unit factor, then t is determined up to a left unit factor. Corollary 1'. If z and xz are both proper (mod m), and m \ Nz, then z and xz have the same right divisors of norm m.
3. We now consider the left-multiples of a proper quaternion /.
Lemma 5. Let t be proper, p^+tl for some a. No two of the following p2k quaternions are congruent (mod pk): (8) (e + fia)t, e,f =Q,\,-■ ■ ,p* -\.
From (r+sia)t = 0 (mod pk) follows r = s = 0, for rto -sta = 0, rta + st0 = 0, r{tl + tl) = 0 = s(tl + tl).
Theorem 2. Let t be proper, pk \ Nt. Then ut represents precisely p2k residues (mod pk), each residue for p2k residues u (mod pk).
[May We cannot have p \ t20+t2a f or a = 1, 2, and 3; f or then p | £ if0+O = 2f0+Nt, p \ ti (i = 0, 1, 2, 3). Let k denote the number of solutions x of xt = 0, and p the number of residues ut (mod pk). The number of solutions x of xt = wt, for a given 70, is the same as that of (x -w)t = 0, hence equals k; that is, every residue ut is represented for k residues u, whence np=pik. By Lemma 5, p^p2k; since x = (e-\-fif)i obviously satisfies xt = 0, K^p2k. Hence K = p=p2k. The lemma is trivial if/=2. The necessity of (9) is obvious for every/. Assume for a given / that (9) holds and t is proper. Consider x = ttlf+1). If x is not proper, x = yp, y integral; and since p = i{/+lH{f+1), t=ytu+1). Hence tU) =0F(/+1), since both are right divisors of t of norm p, 6 denoting a unit +1 or ±ia.Thust^t^=dp.
By a similar argument we obtain Lemma 8. Let u', u", • ■ • , uw be of norm p. If any u(-e)ui"+1'> is improper, it is of the form dp, 6 a unit; we can remove the factor p from u = u'u" ■ • ■ uw, absorb the unit 6 into or w("+2), and proceed with the remaining product of h -2 factors. We obtain finally u = prt' ■ ■ ■ tif),t' ■ ■ ■ f-f) proper as in Lemma!, f = h-2r. Necessity. If t' and t" are left and right divisors of x, of norms mi and m2 respectively, then x = ut" where nti \ Nu, and the left divisor of norm mi of u must be /' (by the uniqueness feature of Theorem 1). Hence we can set x = l'at",y = t'bt", Nt' = mi, Nt" = m2. The expression in (10) is i(xy+ yx) = \{t'at"i"li' + t'bt"t"aV) = iNt"(t'aFt' + t'bat') = \Nt"\t\al + ba)t'\ = \Nt'\ab + ba)Nt' = WiW2Z a<°<> Ni" and ab+bd being scalars. Note that p\y^+yt for a = l, 2, or 3, since p\Ny but p\y.
We may assume a -1. Since pr \ Ny we readily verify that (-yoy2 + yiy3)(ll) -(yoys + yiy«)(12i) + (y02 + yi)(l22) = 0,
-(yoy3 + yiyO(ll) + (y0y2 -y!y3)(12i) + (yl + yj)(l2.) a 0.
Hence (11)- (12«) imply (12), and the four congruences (11)- (12) in which p\va, for each prime-power dividing m.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use •with all the signs + taken as + for modulus mi, and -for modulus m2. The determinant is easily seen to be zero (mod p) while not all the coefficients are zero. Hence there are p solutions e,f.
Lemma 12. For a given y such that p\y but p \ Ny, there are precisely 2p2 -p solutions x0, xx, x2, x3 of [May (14) y0x0 + yiXi + y%x2 + y3x3 = 0, x0 + X\ + x2 + x3 = 0 (mod p).
Although a direct proof is not difficult, we deduce this from a general investigation of such congruences.*
The solutions x of (14) must coincide with the 2p2 -p residues having the same right or left divisors of norm p as y, since those residues satisfy (14).
5. Including the original /, there are twenty-four (not necessarily distinct) values h+i\ta+i2tß ±i3ty in a set ( §, obtained by an even number of interchanges and sign-changes of h, h, t3. In this way we find a value / in every subset Q of @. We can easily verify Lemma 13. The twenty-four notationally distinct elements in a set @, with fixed to, can be expressed by vtfi, This is also evident from the fact that an even number of interchanges and sign-changes of i\, i2, i3 produces a simply isomorphic system of quaternions. The factorization of the quaternions obtained from x by an odd number of permutations and sign-changes of the x< reduces similarly to that of x. Trivially, x = ut implies x = iu. But the right divisors of x and x are not related in any obvious way. Some light on this question is exhibited by (17) m divides one of xj, xt ± x" (/ 9* g), Xo + x\ + x2 + x3.
Set 9 = eij, 77 as in (15), with e -1, 21/2, or 2 in the respective cases, so that 9 is integral, proper, and of norm e2. Consider -n = x% -hi, and r'(n) the number of proper pure quaternions x of norm n. Gauss showed that, if n>\, n 7+ 4/ or 8/+ 7, r'(n) = 12A(-n), if n = 1 or 2 (mod 4), = 8h(-n), if w = 3(mod8).
Assuming that r'in) >0 we demonstrate (22) Hence tu = vt'; since Nu = hl, u = wt', x0 + x = w(t't), N(t't) = hk, (t'txit')/(hk) = z.
By & = ®(y) we mean the set of pure quaternions obtained from a pure y by permuting and changing signs of yh y2, y3.
Lemma 16. If Nv = 2r, then (vyv)/Nv is in $(y).
For z> is a product of factors +ia, l+ig. Now -iayia is in [y]; and (1 -Mi)y(l -ii) =2(iiy-l-i2yz+Hy2).
Lemma 17. 7/ x and y are pure and proper, and Nx = Ny, there exists a proper quaternion t of odd norm m such that, for some y' in ß(y), (25) txt' = my'.
For, x2 = y2, (x+y)x=y(x+y), (x+y)x(x+y) =yN(x+y). If y=-x, the theorem is trivial: y'=x, t = l. Hence we can suppose x+y^O, x+y = vt, Nv a power of 2, Nt odd; txi=m(vyv/Nv). On expanding txiwe find txi=(Nt)x (mod 2), whence (a) is necessary. To prove the necessity of (ß) we have to prove the impossiblity of txt= -mx with Nt odd, that is, of tx= -xt, Nt odd, X\, Xt, x3 odd. Expanded, these imply Xih + x2ti + x3tz = 0, X\h = x2to = x3t0 = 0, whence /o = 0, /1+/2+/3 is even, Nt is even.
Conversely it suffices to exhibit a solution /. of (26) in the cases (7) x' = -x, Nx m 1 or 2 (mod 4); (8) x' = iix% + i2Xi + i3x3, xi = x2 (2).
For (y), (x2i3 -x3i2)x(x3i2 -x2i3) = (xl-\-x\f)( -x) suffices, since one of x\-\-x\, x\-\-x\ is odd. For (6), t = (x\-\-x2)(ii-\-i2)j2-\-i3x3 is effective, and is of odd norm unless n = 2 (mod 4), in which case 0+x= -(ii+i2)t, where w = ii+z*2 (and hence t by Lemma 14) carries x into iiX2+i2Xi-i3x3, and the sign-change is seen to in (y). By (a) and (8) Conversely we have only to see that every solution y of (30) and (31) is of the required form txi. To do this we write m = prm', r>0, p\m', and show that y = t'zi', t' proper of norm pr, z pure and of norm hm'2; then no prime p dividing z can satisfy ( -h\p) --1, or p\h and p2\z, since such a prime divides y = t'zi' and contradicts (31). Eliminating in turn each prime-power in m we finally obtain y = txi, with t = t' ■ ■ ■ tw proper since the norms of t", ■ ■ ■ are coprime in pairs. The proof of Lemma 21 extends to Lemma 22. Let u be pure, p2' \ Nu, u proper (mod p). Then u = tvi, t proper, Nt = ps, Nv = (Nu)/p2'.
Case p\y, p\h. By (31), p2\y. Set y = pu, m = pm0, Nu = hm\. Since u is proper (mod p) and p2r~1\Nu, u = tvi, t proper, Nt=p'~1, Nv = km'2. Since p\Nv, v=t'w, Nt' = p, and hence pv = t'v'V, where v' = wt'. Hence y = pu = (tt')v'(i't). Here W must be proper, since tv (a factor of u) is proper (mod p).
Case p\y, (-h \ p) = 1. Set y = peu, u proper (mod p), m = pem0, Nu = hm\. Then u = tvi, Nt -p'~", Nv = hm'2. There are two solutions +Vo of v%= -hm'2 (mod pe). Since p\v<,, the left divisors of norm p of Vo+v and -v0+v cannot be the same. Hence we can set v0+v = t'w, Nt' = pe, t' proper, and choose the sign of v0 to make tt' proper (Lemma 7). Then v'=wt' -v0 = (i'vt')/pe, and p'v = t'v'V, y = (tt')v'(i't).
Case p\y. Then Lemma 22 applies at once. The restriction that h be quadratfrei can be removed, if the troublesome case where p2\ h and p2\y is avoided by reducing to h/p2 and y/p. 9. As an addition to §6 we record the following results which depend only on n and not on the particular x of norm n:
(a) [l, 0, n] carries x into x; (b) [2, 2, (»+l)/2] carries £ into (xi, x3, -x2) if n = \ (mod 4), x2=x3 (2); (c) [2, 0, n/2] carries x into (xi, x3, -x2) if «=.2 (mod 4), x2=x3 (2); (d) [4, 2, (ra+l)/4] carries * into (x2, x3, x{) or (x3, Xi, x2) if w = 3 (8), depending on the residue of xi-f-x2+x3 (mod 4), while for the same case, (e) [4, -2, (»+l)/4] carries x into the other of (x2, x3, xx), (x3, x1; x2).
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